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Preventive
maintenance
shouldn’t be a
mystery. But if
it is, call me.

’

’

it’s deja vu
all over
again.

For Ma
x
Part II
,
see Pag
es
27-34

Everyone’s Responsible
for FOD Control
before YoU CaLl
it QuiTs for the
Day, mAke Sure
EveRY ToOl is
acCounted For…

…and the
tOol BoX is
inVentOried!

Foreign object debris (FOD) is the culprit behind foreign object damage (FOD).

You may not be able to stop the random leaf, twig or rock blown into the aircraft, but
you can avoid leaving behind things like tools and other items on your aircraft.
When it comes to a mechanic’s toolbox, make sure it’s a model of organization. An
orderly toolbox gets maintenance done faster and more efficiently with less wear and
tear on the ol’ nervous system.
Before and after maintenance is done, your toolbox should be in order. That means
every tool is accounted for or in use.
You don’t have to worry about leaving pliers or screwdrivers behind in an engine if
they’re safe and sound in the toolbox’s proper slot.
Toolbox inventory and organization is a maintenance weapon in every maintainer’s
arsenal for the war on FOD. And it’s not a one-man job. Pilots, crew chiefs and
maintenance personnel are all responsible.
If an aircraft crashes, you don’t want to be the one who left a tool in the wrong place.
Instead, be the one who made certain nothing was left behind.
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Stryker…

See your Way to
Good DVE Cable pm

I sure wish they
wouldn’t leave
my DVE cable
like this.

I’m gonna
end up
NMC!

your Stryker’s
driver’s vision
enhancer (DVE)
helps navigate
through some
tricky situations.
But…

A new DVE cable, NSN 6150-01-566-9322,
will set your unit back more than
$850. So taking care of these cables
is good for your unit’s combat
readiness and its pocketbook.

… if you
don’t take
care of the
DVE cable,
you could see
your Stryker
become NMC!

Improperly attached
or loose DVE cable
can lead to damage

Sometimes crews remove the camera
from the DVE cable when their
Stryker is parked. That leaves the
cable’s end connector exposed
to dirt, dust and moisture. Also,
someone could step on and damage
the end connector.
Keep the camera attached to the
cable and use a cover, NSN 5895-01481-2510, to protect the camera
from the elements.
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Use cable ties to hold the DVE cable
inside the channel guide running from
the DVE camera and the viewing screen.
The channel guide also runs between the
engine access and driver’s hatches and
then below the driver’s hatch.

Route DVE cable
through cable
guides and secure
with cable ties

Broken or missing ties let the cable
escape from the channel guide.
Then the cable’s in danger of being cut,
chaffed or crushed by the engine deck
or driver’s hatches.

There should be
a total of 12 ties, each
spaced approximately
four inches apart.

Replace any that are
broken or missing with

NSN 5975-00-899-4606.
That NSN brings
100 new cable ties.

Don’t forget set screws when
attaching camera to cable

Mechanics, use electrostatic gloves when
removing the DVE camera and cable for
maintenance, just like it says in the TM.
Also, the camera should remain attached
to the cable during maintenance.
if the camera does need to be removed
from the cable, don’t forget to use the
two set screws, NSN 5305-00-959-0379,
when reattaching the camera to
the cable.

Stryker Cargo Nets
Get my
cargo nets
with these
NSNs.

The nets fit all
Stryker variants,
including the double
V-hull Stryker.

Item

NSN

Side net
Top net
Rope lock
Footman loop
Quick tie-down
Camless strap
Existing bolt
attachment
bracket (EBAB)
Ammo harness

2541-01-666-1273
2541-01-666-1271
4030-01-666-1262
5342-01-666-1278
2541-01-666-4544
5340-01-666-1322
2590-01-666-4602
2541-01-666-1489

M2/M3-Series Bradleys…

Avoid Foot
Soak with
Seal PM

oh, mAN!
water came
RigHT inSidE!

it happened because
you didn’t do preventive
maintenance on the ramp
and rear door seals!

Your
Bradley can
ford water
up to 3 1/2
feet deep.

yeah, mY
BoOts are
sOAking wet!

hOw’d this
hApPen!?

Never even
thought about
doing that.

I guess a little PM
is a lot better than
soaking-wet boots!

it sure is! here’s
how to check
those seals…

So if you
want dry feet,
you have to
check the
ramp and
rear door
seals semiannually.
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1. Open the ramp door and rub chalk
on the inner edge of the door frame.
Mark all the way around the frame
where the seal seats.

3. Open the ramp
door and inspect
the seal. If the
entire seal is
marked with chalk,
the door is OK.
Unmarked spots
mean the seal
isn’t doing its job.
Your mechanic will
replace a bad door
seal with NSN 533001-124-9314.

2. Close and latch the ramp door.

Unmarked spots mean
seal needs replacing

4. Follow Steps 1-3 to check the ramp seal for leaks, too.
Mechanics will use NSN 5330-01-125-4269 to replace a bad ramp seal.
Keep your feet dry by
keeping those seals in
good shape!

M1-Series Tanks…

Precleaner PM Keeps Air Flowing
YeEsh! y’got
a Cold or
somethin’?

no!

Precleaner’s
clogged {koFf
kOfF} and I
can’t… breathe!

Your M1-series
tank engine
needs air and
lots of it!
That’s why
storing BII
and other
items in the
area between
the air inlets
and the
precleaner is
a bad idea.
The engine
can overheat
and lose
power if the
air entering
the engine is
blocked.

Leaves and other debris that
fall on or near the air inlets
get sucked into the precleaner.
That’ll also cause
air flow problems for
the engine.
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Make the
precleaner
your first
check if the
AiR CLEANER
CLOGGED
FiLTER light
comes on
in the M1A1
tank,…

While you’re
at it, take a
close look
at the baffle
seals.

…or if you see a caution or warning in
the M1A2’s improved commander’s display
unit, the ICDU, or on the improved
driver’s integration display, the IDID.

Cracked, torn or missing seals allow dirt
and oil from the engine to clog the air
cleaner assembly element strainers.
NSN 5330-01-225-6106 gets a new short seal.
The longer seal is NSN 5330-01-320-3696.

Replace missing,
loose or torn
seals

Then check out the
bottom precleaner
seal, NSN 5330-01166-5798.

here’s how
to install
the seal…

Replace the seal
if it’s missing,
loose or torn.

1. Clean off the old seal and adhesive completely. You’ll need a lot of elbow grease
combined with a rag, dry cleaning solvent and a wire brush.
2. Spread adhesive, NSN 8040-00-664-4318, in the seal groove. Use enough to hold the
seal, but not so much that it squeezes out around the seal. The right amount of adhesive
keeps the seal from sticking to the airbox frame and ripping loose every time you remove
the pre-cleaner.
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3. Apply a very light coat of adhesive to the underside of the new seal and press it into the groove
with your finger. Take extra care not to twist the
seal as you put the rounded side in the mounting
groove. A twisted seal is not air-tight.
4. Let the adhesive dry completely before
you put the precleaner back in place.
Put a dab of adhesive on a piece of
paper. When it’s dry, the seal should be,
too. Also check to make sure the NBC
warning decal is in place. The decal,
NSN 7690-01-114-3702, warns that all air
filter system parts must be handled by
NBC personnel if any NBC contamination
is suspected, regardless of whether the
pre-cleaner is equipped with the pulse
jet system (PJS) or not.

WARNING
IF NBC EXPOSURE IS SUSPECTED,
ALL AIR FILTER MEDIA WILL BE
HANDLED BY PERSONNEL WEARING
FULL NBC PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT.
SE E OP E R AT OR/MA IN TEN A N CE
MANUALS.
7690-01114-3702

If NBC warning
decal is missing,
order a new
one with NSN
7690-01-1143702

M1-Series Tanks…

Pintle Needs Regular lubing
oh, nO!
YoUr tow
pintle is
stuCK!

I told yA
it neEdeD
LuBinG!

No crewman wants his M1-series tank to be

towed, but sometimes it happens. If it does,
make sure your tank’s pintle isn’t stuck closed.
It’s easy to overlook the pintle, but it needs
regular lubing so it can do its job. Without
lube, the pintle gets stuck and becomes very
difficult to open. If it won’t open, you can’t
attach the tow bar.
Lube the pintle semiannually with WTR like
it says in the LO. Make sure you wipe off the
grease fitting first to keep out dirt.

Lube tow
pintle here

Tactical Vehicles…
The transparent armor—
or TA—glass for some
objective gunner
protection kits, known
as OGPKs, may have been
installed wrong.

The TA glass
has hard glass
on one side and
a softer plastic
spall liner on
the other.

The spall liner
should face
the gunner.
Otherwise, the
glass could
fail to protect
the gunner.

OGPK Glass Faces Right Way?
Don’t use the Strike Face
label as a guide for checking
the TA glass. Some labels
were put on the wrong side
of the glass.
if the liner
is facing
out, remove
the glass
like this…

instead, use a pointed piece
of metal like a nail and try
to scratch a tiny line at
the corner of the inside and
outside of the glass.

1. Remove the three
bolts (4), three lock
washers (3) and
upper bracket (2)
from the side armor
panel (1). Discard
the lock washers.
2. Loosen the
remaining nine
bolts.
3. Remove the glass
from the side
armor panel.
4. Install the glass in
the three brackets
with the spall liner
facing in.

The side
that
scratches
easily is the
spall liner.

2
3

1

4

5. Install the upper
bracket with three
new lock washers, NSN
5310-01-523-2980, and
bolts. Tighten all the
bolts to 21 lb-ft.

For more info, see TACOM Safety of Use Message 17-007:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Safety/message.cfm?id=SOU17-007.html
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New Tire Inflation Kit
Improves Safety
TARDEC recently
approved the
universal highflow safety
ground tire
inflator kit for
use on most Army
vehicles.

A tire
inflator isn’t
exactly earthshattering
news. But this
is a big deal
because it’s
the Army’s
first totally
new design
since 195 7!

The kit works
as an inflation
system that
quickly and safely
regulates tire
pressure.

Order the kit with

NSN 4910-01-668-5017
(PN 57K9362).

The kit replaces many
of the inflators that
do not meet Army and
OSHA safety regs,
including NSNs:

•
•
•
•
•

4910-01-050-2838
4910-00-441-8685
4910-01-185-9650
4910-01-003-9599
4910-01-298-5479

it’s managed by DLA. it’ll
eventually become both a
shop tool and BII.

Any inflator with a hose less
than 10-feet in length and/or
without a clip-on safety chuck
is a mandatory replacement
and must be turned in to
DLA disposition services.

The kit’s rugged design protects maintainers from tire explosions.
its 12-foot extension hose allows personnel to stand well outside
any potential blast zones.

Inflator kit safety features

Multiple
adaptors
and
accessories
make the kit
functional
for
tactical
and combat
vehicles,
construction
equipment,
material
handling
equipment
and
all-terrain
vehicles.

it’s even
approved for
use in arctic
environments!

all

Safety
chuck

12-ft extension
hose

Remote
controller

Air
source

Use the hose with the remote controller
and the snap-on safety chuck to remotely
inflate tires from a safe distance.
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ip l e
mult tors
p
a
ad
ude:
in c l

Large bore
quick connect
adaptor

Valve core extractor
w/ quick connect

Dual head lock-on chuck extension

Straight easy lock-on extension
hat
’s w
H e r e e k it
th
:
a in s
cont

Flexible grip chuck adaptor

Quick connect
large bore
adaptor

Steel-braided flexible extension

Tire Inflator Kit Parts
Part

Part Number

NSN

Shipping/storage case
Steel braided flexible extension hose assembly
Large bore quick-connect coupling half adaptor
3/8 “M” style male coupling half plug
Remote controller assembly inflator gage
Pressure gage dial
3/8 “H” style coupler
Safety relief valve
Shut-off valve assembly
Valve retainer screw
Hose assembly quick-connect “M” style coupler
Valve core extractor with quick-connect tool
Dual head lock-on chuck air inflating extension
Straight lock-on pneumatic inflator extension
90-degree standard elbow bore adaptor
Large straight bore adaptor
Flexible grip quick-change chuck adaptor
Quick-connect large bore adaptor coupling assembly

12633425
12633415
12633419
12633422
12633413
12633432
12633429
12633428
12633430
12633426
12633414
12633421
12633418
12633417
12633423
12633424
12633416
12633420

8145-01-677-5973
4720-01-677-5993
4730-01-677-6103
4730-01-677-5860
4910-01-668-5004
6685-01-677-5933
4730-01-677-5988
4820-01-677-5958
4820-01-677-5946
5305-01-677-5985
4720-01-677-6187
4910-01-677-6156
4730-01-677-6207
4820-01-677-6202
4730-01-677-5922
4730-01-677-5924
3460-01-677-5994
4730-01-677-5938
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Pressure Release Gauge
The kit contains a
gauge with a range
of 5 to a160 psi,
plus a metric kPA
for NATO/FMS. The
gauge is built for
rugged use,
just like the kit,

To fix it,
lift up blue
vent stem
to release
pressure and
reset gauge
at zero

When this happens,
the pointer may not
go back to zero.

but

temperature and
altitude variations
can cause pressure
to build up inside
the gauge.

the vent may
be left open
a little while
for constant
pressure
compensation.

But don’t leave
it open forever.
why
not?

because it
makes the gauge
susceptible to
moisture and
dust from the
environment.

Safety First When Inflating Tires
Any inflated tire mounted
on a wheel contains
explosive energy.

PS 796

You or
someone
nearby could
be seriously
injured or
killed if
struck by an
exploding
tire, wheel
component or
air-blast.
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To avoid
this hazard,
remember
these safety
tips…

• Inflate tires only when
they’re contained in
an OSHA-approved tire
safety cage or bolted to
a vehicle with lug nuts
fully tightened.

• Always wear ear and eyewear protection to guard against noise
and debris from tire explosions when using compressed air.

• Use the full length of
the service hose to stand
outside the tire blast
zone. Never stand, lean or
reach over the tire or rim
assembly during inflation.

Blast zone

Blast zone

Blast zone

Blast zone

Brrrrr… Need an LTAS Heater Switch?
The FMTV LTAS heater switch should be listed as NSN 5930-01-532-1455 on Item 28 in Fig
1007 of TM 9-2320-333-13&P in IETM EM 0294 (Jun 15). Pictures for the switch are there,
but the NSN and description are missing. That’ll be corrected in the next IETM revision.

M915A5 Mystery Hub Plug
Having a hard time finding the rubber fill plug for the M915A5 line haul truck’s front hubs?
That’s because the plug isn’t available as a separate item. It only comes as part of the front
hub, NSN 2530-01-187-2336. But the size of the plug is either ¾-inch or 1-1/8 inch and can
be found at any local Freightliner dealer or parts stores.

M-ATV MRAP…

Smells? Steering Problems?
Corrosion Takes the Blame!
You’re a
great guy,
but…

…I’m just not digging that
new after-shave you’ve been
wearing lately.

after-shave!?
{sniFf} {SNifF}

This smell is such
a turn-off. You’ve
gotta remove my
drain plugs now!

That’s the
disgusting
smell of

mold.

You wouldn’t
think a stinky
smell could
be linked
to steering
trouble, but
inside an
M-ATV MRAP,
corrosion
may be the
cause of both
problems.

Big Clues
Here’s how it can happen:
the M-ATV is designed with left- and
right-side drain plugs in its cab
floor. if those aren’t open, water
puddles in the M-ATV’s hull.
Nasty stuff like mold and mildew
grows in the moisture and causes
funky smells. That’s your first clue
something’s wrong.
Another clue is a steering wheel
that’s hard to turn, especially if
the M-ATV has been sitting a while.
Trapped water in the cab floor
pools around the steering wheel
shaft and causes it to corrode.

Wet sand and mud from grimy combat boots add to steering shaft
corrosion. By now, you may also have rust and electrical issues to worry
about, all caused by trapped moisture in the M-ATV’s cab floor.

Prevention
have your mechanic
permanently remove the
floor drain plugs next to
the driver and passenger
seats.

Remove
driver-side...

...and passengerside drain plugs

With the plugs out, any
standing water can drain.
This removes the root cause
of the problem.

But you may
still have
to address
that steering
column
because
muddy boots
can’t be
avoided.

The Fix
To clean steering
column corrosion and
make the wheel easier
to turn, follow
these steps:

1. Use a 7/32-inch hex wrench to remove bolts holding steering
column plate in place. The wrench comes in a handy key set
with NSN 5120-01-473-9592.
2. Use a brush or low-pressure air (30 psi) to clean
around the steering column.

3. Then use dry film lubricant spray on the steering shaft. NSN
9150-01-260-2534 brings an 11-oz spray can.
4. A few shots of GAA, NSN 9150-01-197-7693, to lube the shaft’s U-joint will help loosen up
the steering, and you’re good to go!
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M1272 Buffalo…

get the water out!

Crewmen, it’s no
secret that water
collects in the
hull of your m1272
Buffalo like rain
in a barrel.

water

you wouldn’t
happen to have
an extra poncho,
would ya?

drips onto the floor from wet boots and uniforms,
trickles in from the top of the vehicle,
comes in from the wash rack, or
seeps in through loose drain plugs during fording.

What Happens Next
That water
can take on
three forms—
solid, liquid
and gas.
All three are
bad news for
your Buffalo!

Solid:

liquid:

gas:

During cold
weather, the water
in the hull and
under the floor
plates freezes.
That ruptures lines
and fittings and
causes all kinds
of damage.

Water under
the floor
plates will
rust the
vehicle’s air
brake valves
and just about
anything else
made of metal.

As temperatures
go up, the water
evaporates
and condenses
on radios and
electrical gear.
Enough moisture
can short out
components.

what’re
you goNnA
do!?
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Here’s What To Do
Open the
Buffalo’s hull
drain plugs.
There are
three, so make
sure you get
‘em all.

There’s
one under
here…

…another
one here…

…and don’t forget the drain plug
above and behind the tow pintle.

Be sure to
put drip pans
under those
drain plugs,
too.
That way, any
fluid leaks,
like coolant,
oil or power
steering fluid
will end up in
the drip pan
instead of the
ground.
Dispose of
the drain
pan contents
according to
your unit’s
SOP.

Once the
water’s out,
keep it out.
Make sure
you reinstall
the drain
plugs before
operation and
do it right.
Plugs that are
too loose will
vibrate free.
But plugs
that are too
tight are more
likely to be
left closed
when draining
is needed.

So apply
a little
anti-seize
compound,
NSN 8030-01087-8254, to
the threads
before
installing
the plugs.
That lets you
tighten the
plugs enough
to keep them
from vibrating
loose…
…but makes
them easier
to open
next time.

Just make
sure you
put the
compound on
each plug’s
threads and
the threaded
portion of
the hull.
That way, all
the threads
are coated
and the
plugs won’t
stick.

REBS…

Operators,
make sure
you pay
attention to
the WARNiNGS
in TM 5-2420280-10 for
launching and
retrieving
the REBS.

Use CAUTION with
Bridge Retrieval

O perators, a recent accident happened with the rapidly emplaced bridge system

(REBS) that needs your attention now.
One section of the bridge fell to the ground while an operator was attempting to
retrieve the bridge back onto the pallet of the bridge system’s prime mover, the M1977
HEMTT common bridge transporter (CBT). The coupler that connects the two bridge
sections together was heavily damaged.
Before the day’s run, you need to take a few moments and revisit the WARNINGS
on WP 0016 00-1 and 00-18 (launching), and WP 0020 00-1 and 00-16 (retrieval) in TM
5-5420-280-10 (Aug 06, w/Ch 3, Dec 11).
The procedure that was crucial in this specific accident was Step 27a in WP 0020 0018. It’s also a requirement to have ground guides on the side, at a safe distance of 30 feet
away from the truck and bridge system during launching and retrieval operations.
Ensure bridge assembly aligns and engages
with launch boom pinwheel drives

Ground guides must stay at least 30 feet away
from truck and bridge system during operations

Step 27a
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M1231 Husky…

get rid of the water!
What the heck’s
goin’ on?

My fuel’s
drowning in
water!

operators, water in your M1231 Husky’s fuel system will make the engine run rough—

if it runs at all!
Warm days and cool nights mean water gets in the fuel from condensation that forms
in the vehicle’s fuel tank. Get rid of the water by draining the fuel/water separator each
week like it says in TM 9-2355-316-10 (Apr 16, w/Ch 1, May 18).
Open the separator, located behind the engine access door, by turning its drain cock
counterclockwise. If the fuel is clear, you’re OK. But if the fuel doesn’t run clear after
draining a half pint or so, close the valve and report it your mechanic.
the Fuel/water
separator is
behind the engine
access door.

Turn the drain cock
counterclockwise to
open it.

And make sure you dispose of drained fuel in an approved hazardous waste container.
Don’t dump it down a drain or let it run onto the ground.
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HMEE-1…

When you
really need to
use the egress
windows, they’d
better work!

Stuck
Stuck
Egress
Egress
Window
Window
Real
aa Real
Danger
Danger
awhen
near-fatal accident happened recently
a high-mobility engineer excavator
(HMEE-1) rolled over into water.
The operator quickly realized the cab’s
egress window turn knobs were corroded
and impossible to turn. Turns out the
windows had never been opened. Over
time, the seals created a vacuum that
caused the windows to stick shut.
With little time to spare, the
operator kicked out the rear window
and escaped a near drowning!

Seals can cause a vacuum that keeps
egress windows from opening
Make sure your
operators remove
and reinstall each
egress window
knob as part
of their before
operations PMCS.

Motor
sergeants,
play it safe.

it’s shown
as Item 3
in the PMCS
charts in
TM 5-2540236-13&P
(Jul 16).

They should pay special attention to
the warning and caution in Item 3:

WARNiNG
Only hand-tighten egress knobs.
Overtightening knobs will prevent
egress window from being opened.
Failure to follow this warning may
cause injury or death to personnel.

Hand-tight only on
egress window knobs

caution
DO NOT use solvent or petroleumbased products on ballistic glass.
Failure to follow this caution will
cause damage to ballistic glass.

PS 796
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M400W Skid Loader…

and When
services are
over, don’t
forget about
reinstalling
our rear cab
bolts.

if the skid
loader’s
loading lever
doesn’t budge,
don’t try to
force it!

Beware of Rocky Culprits
Stones,

rocks and mud get into the
smallest places when your compact skid
loader moves from a hard surface in the
motor pool to dirt or gravel.
Keep that in mind when you pull up
on the loader’s locking levers to release
the front attachment. If the lever doesn’t
budge or lift, don’t force it. Instead, lift
up the attachment and look for any debris
wedged in the mechanism latches.
If you find any, get something to pry
out those rocky culprits.

Look for rocks
wedged in
locking latch
mechanisms

Don’t Forget Rear Cab Bolts
Mechanics,

make sure the M400W
compact skid loader’s rear cab bolts are
back in place after changing out filters and
flushing out the loader’s hydraulic pump.
It’s real easy to toss the bolts into your
tool box where they’re forgotten after
services. When that happens, the whole cab
can slide forward the next time the vehicle
is used. That’s not a good time for anybody!
Just take a quick look around and behind
the cab after services. Make sure both bolts
are back in place where they belong!

PS 796
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Check for rear cab bolts after services
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Keep

AH-64D/E…
did you find
out what the
problem was
with the NIU?

moisture
LoOks like Somebody didn’t cover it
when cleaning out
the ammunition bay.

Out of
NIU!

M

echanics, the Apache nitrogen inerting unit (NIU), NSN 1560-01-587-1028, is
designed to reduce oxygen in the aircraft’s fuel cells to prevent combustion.
that enhances its crashworthiness and ballistic tolerance.

Moisture causes issues with NIU

But there’ve been some
problems with the NIU .
After analyzing 785 units
returned for upgrade,
overhaul or repair, 31 percent
showed moisture damage.
The NIU has a small amount of zeolite material to absorb
atmospheric moisture from aircraft operation, but it isn’t designed
to absorb moisture from direct sources, such as a power washer.
if this kind of
moisture gets
inside the NIU,
it can cause
immediate or
premature
failure
for these
reasons:

• Moisture causes the motor and fan
inside the NIU to corrode or rust. When
this happens, the motor and fan may
stop completely or produce a rattling
noise to indicate the unit isn’t operating
properly.
• Moisture deteriorates the zeolite
material, causing it to clump. During
operation, the clump breaks down into
a fine dust that escapes the unit and
coats the aircraft.
• Moisture clogs the orifice in the pressure
reducer, leading to failure.

To keep excess
moisture out of my NIU,
follow these steps…

• When cleaning the aircraft ammunition
bay, cover the NIU with barrier material
to keep water out of the unit.
• Cap all NIU openings with protective
material when you’re cleaning or
performing aircraft maintenance.
• During refueling, make sure fuel doesn’t
spray onto the NIU.
• When ready for storage, keep the NIU in
its original shipping container wrapped
in plastic and with all caps in place.

H-60A/L/M…

ChecK Your

IETM for the
beacon and
make a note
of the tWo
difFerent ParT
NuMbErS.

IETM

Update to
Include
IVHMU
Underwater
Beacon

Mechanics,

if you need a new underwater
Beacon is now listed in TM
beacon for the H-60M’s integrated vehicle health
management unit (IVHMU), you’ll find it listed
Part
MODEL DK140
as Item 34 in Fig 1-116A of TM 1-1520-280DUKANE CORPORATION number
Seaborn Division. St. Charles, IL
23&P in IETM EM 0284 (Oct 17). The part
180-C121
number for the beacon is DK120, NSN 5845-01433-3387, or DK140, NSN 5845-01-544-2032.
WARNING: DO NOT DISASSEMBLE, CRUSH, PENETRATE,
INCINERATE,
For H-60A/L aircraft with older IVHMUs,
theOR EXPOSE TO TEMPOERATIOURES ABOVE 160 F. SEE
MANULAL FOR NECESSARY INFORMATION CONCERNING
IETM hasn’t been updated yet. UntilTECHNICAL
then, make
INSTALLATION, USE, TESTING, MAINTENANCE, AND DISPOSAL.
a note of the part numbers and NSNs.

PS 796
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H-60A/L/M…

NSNs For IVHMU Battery Cover Screws?
you’re
WRONG,
LONG
screw!

Short screws and
washers go forward,
long screws and
washers go aft!

I’m long, so my
washer and I go
forward!

mechanics,
some Black Hawk
integrated vehicle
health management
units (IVHMUs) are
getting turned in for
missing or stripped
3.6V battery cover
screws.

Place short screws with washers
along forward vertical side

The H-60A/L/M IETM
doesn’t list NSNs or
part numbers for the
replacement screws
and washers.

Place long screws
with washers along
aft vertical side

it only references
ordering the next
higher assembly.
The short screws and washers go
along the forward vertical side.
The long screws and washers are
for the aft vertical side of the
battery cover.

Item
Until the IETM is updated,
make a note of these NSNs:

PS 796

NSN

Screw (short)
Screws (long)
Washers
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PN

Qty

5305-00-253-5353 NAS1352C04-5
5305-00-959-0379 NAS1352C04-6
5310-00-595-6211 MS15795-803

6
8
14
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H-60 Series…

Turn In ALL Parts with Gas
Turbine Auxiliary Power Unit
ok, we gotta turn in this
unserviceable APU. do we
include everything?

Whadaya
say, Sergeant
BLade?

Make sure
you turn in
all the parts
of the gas
turbine APU.
And that
includes the
IBF.

Mechanics, if you have an unserviceable gas turbine auxiliary power unit (APU), NSN

2335-01-603-8684, make sure you include the attached inlet barrier filter (IBF) kit and
filter in the original shipping container during turn-in.
Units are removing the inlet barrier filter kit (IBF) and filter before turn-in. But
without the two parts, the APU is reconfigured to NSN 2835-01-369-2818 (PN 116305200). The APU with the IBF kit and filter fit into the original shipping container, so make
sure you include everything.
If you have extra IBF kits
and filters that were removed
from APUs and are ready for
turn-in, return them to:

Interservice Components N39712
BLDG 154B DMISA, Cleveland Drive
Cherry Point, NC 28533
(252) 464-5056

The IBF kits and filters will be used
for repair efforts on APUs that were
turned in without the components, so…

PS 796
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H-60A/L and CH-47F…

Software Updated
for EAWIS?
The software update
makes
everything
clear!

…it’s time for you
to get in the air!
right behind
you, buDdy!

Now that
my EAWIS is
updated…

M
echanics, if your Chinook or Black Hawk aircraft has the encrypted airborne
wireless intercommunication system (EAWIS), you may need a software update.
inspect your aircraft
now and record
the software being
used on the handheld
enhanced mobile
equipment (EME)
and the integrated
aircraft interface
unit (IAIU) located
on the main EAWIS
hub in the cabin
overhead.
Submit that
information to PM
Air Warrior (PM-AW)
to make sure the
systems have the
latest software.

EME
front

EME
back

TELEPHONICS
TRULINK TM

0413

TYPE: ME6880-M1 CAGE: 78711
P/N: ME6880-M1-CF0065-M23
S/N: 6961 V2.6-2.15-09/2015
MFG P/N 010.6880-01 G0
FCC-ID: RQASRR300ME
NSN: 5821-01-603-0004
CONTRACT: W58RGZ-13-D-0055

Verify EME has latest
software update label
on back of EME…
IAIU front
TELEPHONICS

TRULINK

TM

…and
front of
IAIU

TYPE CA6887-M1 CAGE
78711
P/N: 780-1200-001-CF0065-M25
S/N: 00511
V2.6-10/2017
MFG P/N 010.6887-01 E1
FCC-ID
NSN: 5895-01-602-9889
CONTRACT: W58RGZ-06-D-0294

if your aircraft needs a software update, PM-AW will make the arrangements.
Contact the Air Warrior headshed for guidance. The POC is Michael
Carpenter, (256) 876-6549, or Carrie Ducharme, (256) 842-3826, or email:
michael.w.carpenter4.civ@mail.mil or carrie.a.ducharme.ctr@mail.mil
For Air Warrior information, check out their website at:

https://airwarrior.peoavn.army.mil
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Somewhere out
there among the
gaudy, twinkling
lights, a low-life
is pawning his
girlfriend’s stolen
jewelry.
Somewhere a con
man is swindling a
little old lady out of
her valuable doily
collection.
And somewhere
out there Fido
is extorting dog
biscuits from his
canine brethren.
But these crimes
don’t concern
me. I’m Max
Torque, and I only
work preventive
maintenance cases.

PS 796
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Down on Laundry Row

In my search for answers,
I prowled the mean streets
of Laundry Row till my
dogs barked. I questioned
every laundry worker I
could corner. If they knew
anything about stolen
personal gear, clothing
or regal underwear, they
weren’t talking.

You’d think
they’d chafe.
I might have one
lead for you,
though. y’Ever
hear a’ J. Weasel
Finagle?

I reached the FIVE SHEETS
TO THE WIND LAUNDRY a few
minutes before closing
time. It was my last stop…
and my last chance to find a
clue as to the whereabouts
of the Maltese Long Johns.
I’ve had dealings with
him. A two-bit grifter
who’d try to swindle
his own grandmother
out of her support
hose. Strictly a lowclass con man.

But a first-rate
informant. if anyone’s got the word
on the street, it’s
Weasel.

Reach out to him.
if he knows anything
about the long
johns, have him call
my office in the
morning.

The next day I waited for Weasel’s call. I had time to kill, so I spent half the
morning chasing down a cockroach the size of a Coupe de Ville as it scuttled
pell-mell across the office floor. I finally cornered the brute in the waiting room, whereupon I bound and gagged it with two rolls of duct tape. Then I
drop-kicked its fat exoskeleton into the coat closet and bolted the door.
All in all, a typical morning.

About noon I got
a call from a local
veterinarian.

We’ve set his broken
bones, soothed his
bruises and dewormed
him. Not a bad deal
for $39.95.

Seems a Mr. J.
Weasel Finagle
has been beaten
to a bloody
pulp and dumped
unceremoniously
outside the
emergency room
of the Furry
Felines Hairball
Clinic.

We’re running
a spay/neuter
special right
now, too.

Wanna tell
me about it,
Weasel?

I suspect your
business model
suffers from a
design flaw.
if brains were
salt, this guy
couldn’t season
a small bag of
popcorn.
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Got the word on the
street last night:
The Maltese Long Johns
turned up at Chang’s
Traveling Romanian
Circus. The perp’s
dressed as a dancing
bear in the long johns
so they can smuggle ’em
out of the country.

29

I was running a scam
that involved selling
defective motorcycle
repair parts to outlaw
biker gangs.

The moment I
heard, I raced
over to the circus
to see for myself.
Sure enough, the
bear was wearing
long johns and
dancing the tango.
He’s quite graceful,
actually.

MAR 19

So...it was the old Dancing Bear and Romanian Circus ploy. I’d seen it used
before. Crude but effective. I’d have to act fast before the Maltese Long Johns
tangoed clear out of the country.

As my eyes
adjusted to
the dim light,
I witnessed a
tragic scene:

Army clothing and
personal equipment
strewn among the dirty
straw—equipment
abused, neglected and
downright filthy.

PS 796
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  I looked at the improved outer
tactical vest (IOTV) cloth carriers.
I saw a portrait of neglect:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cuts, rips, tears, holes
and burns
Torn pockets and flaps
Torn and frayed webbing
Loose and broken stitching
Hits from fragmentation
or small arms fire
Torn, damaged and missing
hook-and-loop fasteners
Dirt and stains

  Someone
should
have sewn
the tears,
tightened the
stitching and
replaced the
fasteners.
Depending on
the amount
of damage,
the cloth
carriers
could have
been repaired
or replaced.

  If only they’d asked field maintenance for guidance. I wanted
to shout it from the rooftops:

if the items
aren’t serviceable,
supply will give
you replace—

…ments!

Turn in badly worn
or damaged items to
your supply folks.

hands up,
doRQue!

that’s
torQue to
yOu, Pal.

shaddap.

Bruno
doesn’t
like it
when you
contradict him.

Nice date you
got there, lady.
‘Bout as charming
as a set of brass
knuckles.

As she stepped out of the shadows, I took a closer look. I’ve been around the
block a few times; I know the type. She had enough peroxide in her hair to
disinfect three hospitals. I quickly sized her up as one of those tempered steel
ice blondes who could cut you or cure you, and not care one way or the other.
She had danger written all over her.
My name’s
Fatima
Fatale…
and I’m
dangerous.

As you
can see,
all these
items are
downright
filthy.

I knew
it!

That’ll
teach you
not to
sweep up
after the
elephants.

is this
damage
the result
of your
abuse and
neglect?

What can I say, I’ve
been a bad girl.

Mr. Torque, you’ve
become a pest to my
employer. He’ll pay you
off if you’ll forget
about this case.
chang wilL
pay me OfF?

Chang’s just a
middle man. My
employer and the
mastermind behind
the Maltese Long
Johns theft is
Sid Marx.

Marx! The
wealthy
underwear
tycoon?

The same.
Also the
inventor of
SnuggleBunns
Undershorts.

Really? I
wear them
myself. They’re
flannel-lined,
you know.

She threw me a look I could feel in my hip pocket. I have no idea what that means, but
when you’re a hard-boiled PM detective, you’re expected to say clever things like that.
C’mon, we’re takin’
a little trip. Mr.
Marx, he wants a
word wit’ chu.

if Marx wants to
talk, he can stop by
my office. My hours
are posted on the
door.

Darkness
descended.

That’s
Torque to
you, pal.

White-hot pain shot
through my head.
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Wrong answer,
Dorque.
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I surrendered to it...
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Sid Marx’s growly
voice welcomed
me back…

…our resident
femme fatale tells
me you’re not going
to cooperate.

So,
Torque…

CLICK!
As Marx blathered on about flannel shorts and tango two-steps, I frantically
worked the rope on my hands. Luckily I always carry a chiv up my sleeve, ’cause
ya never know when you’ll need to escape a villainous plot.

E
SLIC LICE
S

I grabbed the
only chance I had.
Ripped off his tutu
and waved it like
a ground guide.
Blinded by sequins,
Marx wasn’t able to
regain his balance.
Down went the brute
along with a million
kale and cabbage in
gems. The bedazzled
long johns were so
heavy he couldn’t get
up. I had my man.

But I still had my
burning question…
Don’t
those
things
chafe?

M249 Machine Gun…

DON’T Slam Feed Cover!
I hoPe You
enJoyEd
playing
Rambo,
slamming
MY fEed
trAy cover
like that…

…because YoU just
started me on the wAy
to the JuNKYard.

Dear Editor,
We’ve had to code out 25 M249 machine guns because Soldiers slam down the
feed cover instead of guiding the cover down into the latched position.
Slamming the cover damages
the receiver’s inside rails where
the feed cover latches. Once
this happens, repairmen should
immediately code out the M249.
Firing the M249 in that
Slamming down
condition could lead to a double
feed tray cover
feed if the Soldier charges the
damages receiver
weapon again after it fails to
feed. A round could then explode
and makes M249
outside the barrel and injure the
unserviceable
gunner. At the very least, the
gun will have feeding problems.
Soldiers need to be trained to never slam the feed cover. This should be
emphasized before units go to the range or the field. Just guide the cover down
until it locks in place. That will save many M249s a trip to the junk yard.
Scott Taylor
Ft Benning, GA

PS 796

Editor’s note: No slamming allowed!
Thanks for the alert, Scott.
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Small
Arms…

Gaging Requirement Back to
2 Years for Guard and Reserves
scratCH
that!

On Page 41 of PS
781 (Dec 17), we told
you the small arms
gaging requirement
for the National
Guard and Reserves
was being changed to
annual from every
two years.

After further consideration, the Army has decided to leave the gaging
requirement alone. Active Army units are still required to have all small arms
gaged annually and Reserve/Guard units are required to have their weapons
gaged every other year.
These gaging intervals are the minimum
required to assure the safety, operability,
and reliability of Army small arms.
Any weapon may be inspected/gaged more
frequently and it’s recommended that
those used in training be gaged after
completion of each training cycle.

Units need to keep all
paperwork proving their
weapons have been gaged.
if they don’t have the
paperwork, the weapons are
considered NMC once the oneor two-year deadline is reached.

M2A1 Barrel Cap Needed with BFA
y’Know,
I’m Not Like
An M2 When
iT Comes
tO Firing
Blanks.

I nEed a
BarRel CaP
Before YoU put
on mY BFA.

There’s a big difference between training with the old M2 machine gun and the new

M2A1: The M2A1 requires a barrel cap.
Before you install the M19 blank firing attachment (BFA) on the M2A1, you must
first remove the M2A1’s flash suppressor and install a barrel cap in its place.  The
procedure is in WP 0002 of the M19’s TM 9-1005-314-13&P (Jun 13), Preparation
of M2A1 for Blank Firing Attachment.
The barrel cap, NSN 5340-01-545-2949, is part of the BII in TM 9-1005-31413&P.  It should come with the M19.  Once the barrel cap is on, the M19 can be
installed following the procedure in WP 0002.

PS 796
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M240-Series Machine Guns…
We’re here to
help, but DOn’t
woRrY about
treating us
differeNT.
yeah, just
continue to do
the same gaging
for us new guys.

Treat New Ammo
Like Old Ammo
When your unit receives the new

M80A1 and M62A1 ammo for your
M240 machine guns, don’t worry
about doing anything different.
Do the same gaging spelled
out in TM 9-1005-313-23&P
that you did when firing
M80 and M62 rounds.
That means M240s
still should be gaged
at least annually for
Active units…
…and at least
every other year for
Reserve and Guard
units.

M120/A1 Mortars…

DA 2408-4 Changes to Help Tracking
Dear Editor,
Units using the RMS6-L 120mm recoiling mortar system need to know that
the DA Form 2408-4 gun card has been changed on the TULSA website. It’s
now easier to track when the buffer recoil felt needs to be changed.
TM 9-2355-370-13&P and TM 9-2355-311-13&P say the recoil felt should be
changed every 250 rounds or semiannually, whichever comes first.
A dropdown box has been added to TULSA that lets maintainers indicate
when the buffer felt was last replaced.
Go to: https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/guncard/
Once you’ve found the mortar’s gun card, scroll to the bottom and click +.
On the dropdown on the next page, click Replace Component. A new dropdown
box will appear. Click the dropdown and select Buffer Recoil Felt and indicate
the round count and date of the last time the felt was replaced.
CW3 Ryan Harmon
Ft Lee, VA

Editor’s note: Thanks for letting us know, Chief Harmon!
Keep those 2408-4s current, mortar and artillery units.
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Javelin Missile System…

Clues for Protecting CLU
OwW! That
means no
firing for
me!

W HU MP!

Much of the damage
comes from how
the CLU is carried in
the field. Often the
carrying bag isn’t used
or it’s mishandled.

The Javelin’s
command
launch unit
—or CLU—is
taking a
beating in the
field!

The CLU’s bag
is designed
to contain
the CLU, the
lens cleaning
kit, the TM and
the battery…

CLUs come
back with
broken
control hand
grips and
damaged night
vision sights.

The nylon carrying bag,
NSN 8105-01-455-7808,
that comes with the CLU
costs around $55.
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…but space
is tight
and the
components
must be
packed just
right.

An alternative is a padded bag,
NSN 8145-01-526-7991, that costs $265.
it provides extra protection, but units
must pay for the bag.
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When you’re not firing,
use the night vision sight lens and
daylight lens covers.
Otherwise, debris can quickly do
major damage to the lens.

Make sure the eyecup is in place,
too. Without the eyecup, direct
sunlight hurts the CLU display
indicators.
The eyepiece is a magnifying glass
and the sun will damage both the
BLK-0 and BLK-1 CLUs.
Also make sure the eyecup shutters
are closed.

Check for eyecup

pack the CLU carefully.
Put it in the bag with its hand grips
up. That helps the CLU fit in the
bag easier and better protect
the hand grips.

Completely latch the bag to
eliminate gaps that can let in debris.
Pull the drawstring tight and
then secure the single plastic clasp
and adjust the strap.

Completely latch bag to eliminate gaps

the bag doesn’t provide much protection for the CLU.
if you let the bag bang against trees and rocks, count
on the CLU being nmc. Something’s going to be broken!
When you come
back from the
field, do a
thorough PMCS
of your CLU.

Write up any problems on
a DA Form 2404 or 5988-E
to get ‘em fixed.

MLRS…
I’m GLAd YoU all
remembeRed theSe
PM TiPs. We Can
forGet Any firinG
proBlems today.

no
problem!
our
pleasure!

PM to Remember
if you remember
these PM tips for
your MLRS, you’Ll
avoid many firing
problems!
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Cab Cautions

Over the years, more equipment—and weight—has been
added to the MLRS cab. That makes it even more critical to
stay as far under the vehicle as possible when lowering and
raising the cab. That protects you in case the lift mechanism
fails and the cab crashes down. Also make sure no one stands
in front of the cab where they could be crushed.
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Crank slowly. If
you crank fast, the
cab can bounce up
and down, which
damages the lift
mechanism. If the
cab starts bouncing,
stop cranking.

Hey! SlOw
dowwwN!

We’re NOT
in a HuRrY!

Don’t use power tools! They damage the lift mechanism. Every unit should crank with
a socket wrench handle, NSN 5120-00-249-1071. It has a brace-type speeder handle
with a single revolving handgrip that makes lowering the cab easy, plus it saves your
knuckles. And it’s only $39!

Hoist Pulley Assembly

The more dirty and rusty the
hoist cables get, the more difficulty
the pulley has doing its job.
Eyeball the cables during PMCS
for dirt and rust. Clean them with
a wire brush and then go over the
cables with a cloth dampened with
isopropyl alcohol. But no lube!
Lube attracts dirt and sand. In
sandy areas, the cables may need
cleaning more often.

Clean cables
with wire
brush, but
don’t lube
them!

Hoist Markings

The underside of the hoist has
markings for the M26 and AT2
pods that help you position the hoist
correctly. Unfortunately, over time
the markings are often painted over.
That makes it more difficult to load
pods without damaging them. Use an
indelible pen to redo the markings.

Markings fading? Redo them with indelible pen

CBRN Questions?
JACKS Is Ready to Help
Anyone who
works with CBRN
equipment
needs to be on
a first-name
basis with JACKS
—the Joint

Why? Here are
some of the
services JACKS
provides…

Acquisition
Chemical

Biological
Radiological
Nuclear
Knowledge
System.

• More than 140,000 NSNs,
updated weekly from FLIS

• Training materials for new
CBRN equipment

it says on JACkS that
my filter has expired.
Glad We ChecKed.

• Shelf life expiration,

extension and
condemnation info
organized by both NSN
and lot number

• Lessons learned
• Training links
• Training equipment
information

• Code F demilitarization
instructions

• Maintenance, logistical,

supply and safety-of-use
CBRN advisory messages

• CBRN fact sheets
• Packaging and shipping
info

• HAZMAT documents and

safety data sheets (SDS)

Hey, I
found that
maintenance
message on
you on JACKs.

GoOd nEWs
indEed! Now
we caN Get
mY ProBLEM
FiXeD.

JACKS lets you
Search by…

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

equipment name
NSN
federal supply
class (FSC)
CAGE
LIN
table of
authorized
material control
number (TAMCN)
joint project
manager (JPM)
part number

To access JACKS, you’ll need a
CAC card or an AKO account. Go to:
https://jacks.jpeocbd.osd.mil
if you run into problems, call
CBRN-IRC at DSN 793-7349,
(309) 782-7349, or toll free
(800) 831-4408.
For unclassified issues, email:

cbrn.irc@mail.mil
For classified issues, email:

usarmy.cbrn.irc@mail.smil.mil

CBRN Alerts
But you
don’t have to
go to JACKS
to get the
latest info.
JACKS will
come to you.

Here’s how
to sign up for
JACKS alerts…
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1. Log in at the JACKS website.
2. From the Community tab drop-down, click My
Profile.
3. On the Profile toolbar, click My Subscription.
4. In the first section, Step 1: Select Alerts, place a
check mark in the box preceding the alerts you
want to receive:
____CBRN advisory messages
____Demil instructions
____New CBRN equipment
____Hot CBRN news
____Shelf life updates
____Chem-Bio Defense Magazine
An alert will be sent to you whenever new
information is available in these areas.
You can also have messages filtered by a
custom equipment list so you get information
only on equipment you’re interested in.
5. In Step 2: Select Alert Frequency, choose if you
want to receive messages daily or weekly. You
can also choose no message if no updates have
been made that day or week.
6. In Step 3: Confirm Email Address, do nothing if
the preferred email address is where the alerts
should be sent. Otherwise, click the provided
link to change your email address.
7. In Step 4: Save Your Subscription, choose either
Save Subscription or Cancel and Exit to save
or cancel your alert setting. To modify your
subscription, follow the steps above.
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Search
PS Magazine
Like a Pro!
How the heck
am I supposed
to find anything
in this pile?

a needle!? I
was looking for
a tooth pick!

You know PS Magazine is
full of great info, spanning
nearly 68 years.

But when you’re hunting through PS issues
for a specific article, it can feel like looking
for a needle in a Texas-sized haystack.

That’s why we made a tool that helps you search through
our archives. Give our search tool a spin! First, go to:

https://www.aschq.army.mil/home/psmag.aspx
Scroll down the page until you see a blue panel labeled
“Magazine Search.”

You’ll see a box titled “Enter Search Criteria.”
You can enter words, nomenclatures, NSNs, TMs or model
numbers—almost any term used in the magazine. Just enter
what you’re looking for and press the Search button!

At the top of the search page, you can
further limit the search to specific years.

Just enter what you’re looking
for and press “Search” button

in the search results, the most current articles are listed first
and title lines are linked to their articles.

You’ll see the
front cover, title,
year, issue and
page(s) the article
appeared on.

if you want to do a new search, just enter new search criteria
and press the Search button at the top of the results list.

PS 796
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Helpful Hints
Here are a few helpful
hints when using our
search tool…

• Searches are not case sensitive. For example, Dodaac
is the same as dodaac or DODAAC.
• Single word searches. To find an article with a certain
word, simply type that word in the search field. For
example, tritium will find all articles with the word
tritium. HMMWV will find all articles with the term
HMMWV.
• Multiple word searches. Here’s how to search
for articles that contain multiple words:
–– tripod hazard finds all articles with tripod and/or
hazard in them.
–– tripod hazard NSN finds all articles with any of
those three words in them.
–– “tripod hazard” finds all articles containing the
phrase tripod hazard. Setting off any phrase in
quotation marks limits the search to that
specific phrase.

• Searching for numbers. You
can easily search for a string
of numbers. Search like this:
4587632 will find articles
containing the sequence of
numbers 4587632.

• Hyphenated words and numbers. Searches for hyphenated words or numbers must
be surrounded in double quotes (“”) to retrieve results with the hyphenated word
or number. For example: CAC-enabled will find articles that contain CAC and/or
enabled. “CAC-enabled” will find only articles that contain CAC-enabled.
NSN 1005-01-306-9442 will find all articles with NSN and/or 1005 and/or 01 and/or
306 and/or 9442. “NSN 1005-01-306-9442” will find all articles with the phrase
NSN 1005-01-306-9442.

PS 796
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?

• Wildcard searches. Use a question mark
(?) to do wildcard searches and match
a single character in the article. Use an
asterisk (*) for multiple characters. For
example:
–– ?ank will find:
-- Articles with the word tank, bank,
sank, etc.
–– T??k will find:
-- Articles with the word tank, talk,
task, etc.
–– T*k will find:
-- Articles with the word tank, thank,
tick, trick, etc.

using a
question mark
in your searcH
will lead you
to the answer!

You can also download
the PS Consolidated Index
to search for articles.

Just right mouse click on Consolidated
Index of 2000-2018 Articles and select save
target as to save it to your computer.

The index is
hotlinked to
our online
articles,
and it’s
updated to
add a new
year each
December.

You’ll find the link in the purple
panel above the search tool.

Still can’t find what you need? Drop us an email at:

usarmy.redstone.asc.mbx.psmag@mail.mil
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HAZMAT…

Spill Kits
to the
Rescue

there’s
a mess in
the motor
PoOl!

we know
the drill…
clean it up,
PROnTO!

a quick clean
up is especially
important if
you work with
hazardous
materials—
HAZMAT.

To keep
things
tidy, take
advantage
of the
fast help
offered by

spill kits.

spills involving POL—Petroleum,
oils and lubricants—need to be
sopped up quickly and safely to
protect you, your buddies and
the environment.

The Army stocks a
variety of spill kits with
everything from socks to
contain large spills…

… to small pads. Pads are
especially useful in the field
because they don’t have to be
used on level ground.

Here are
several spill
kits…

Tote Bag Spill Clean-up Kit,
NSN 4235-01-432-7909

Contents
Tote bag,
water-resistant
nylon
Pad, 18x18x3-in
Sock, 2-in x 5-ft
Absorbent,
peat moss,
3/4 cubic foot bag
Waste disposal bag

Qty
1
4
2
1
2

… and a
list of Our
contents!

Spill Clean-up Kit
(55-gal drum),
NSN 4235-01-423-7221

Contents
Pillow, filled with
2 lbs of peat moss
Pad, 18x18x3-in
Sock, 2-in x 10-ft
Absorbent,
peat moss,
3/4 cubic foot
bag
Tyvek protective
suit
Nitrile gloves
Safety goggles
Shovel,
non-sparking
Bucket, 3 1/2-gal
Emulsifier, 2-qt
Waste disposal
bag

PS 796

Qty
3
10
5
5
2
2 pairs
2 pairs
1
1
1

Spill Clean-up Kit
(55-gal drum),
NSN 4235-01-423-7214

Contents
Pillow, filled with
2 lbs of peat moss
Pad, 18x18x3-in
Sock, 4-in x 8-ft
Sock, 4-in x 4-ft
Absorbent,
peat moss,
3/4 cubic foot
bag
Tyvek protective
suit
Nitrile gloves
Safety goggles
Waste disposal
bag

Qty
3
15
2
2
3
3
3 pairs
3 pairs
5

Spill Clean-up Kit
(25-gal drum),
NSN 4235-01-432-7912

Contents

Qty

Pad, 18x18x3-in
Sock, 4-in x 8-ft
Sock, 4-in x 4-ft
Absorbent,
peat moss,
3/4 cubic foot
bag
Tyvek protective
suit
Nitrile gloves
Safety goggles
Waste disposal
bag

7
1
2
1
2
2 pairs
1 pair
3

Spill Clean-up Kit
(55-gal drum),
NSN 4235-01-391-3110

Contents

Qty

Sock, 4-in x 4-ft
Absorbent,
peat moss,
18-lb bag
Rubber gloves,
chemical resistant
Dust mask,
disposable
Shovel, spark-free
Pushbroom
Waste disposal
bag, 55-gal
Hazardous label,
blank

6
2
2 pairs
6
1
1
4
1

5
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Spill kits aren’t
cheap. Once you’ve
got one, you can
save some bucks by
using this list to
reorder individual
replacement
items…

Item

NSN

Qty

Pad, 18x18x3-in
Sock, 4-in x 8-ft
Sock, 4-in x 4-ft
Sock, 2-in x 10-ft
Sock, 2-in x 5-ft
Absorbent, peat moss,
2 cubic feet
Shovel, spark-free
Pushbroom, handle
Pushbroom, head,
18-in wide
Safety goggles
Nitrile gloves, small
Nitrile gloves, medium
Nitrile gloves, large
Nitrile gloves, x-large
Dust mask
Bucket, 3 1/2-gal
Waste disposal bag,
75-gal

4235-01-423-1463
4235-01-423-1465
4235-01-416-9008
4235-01-423-1467
4235-01-416-8997

30
10
20
20
40

4235-01-423-0711

3

5120-01-332-9954*
7920-01-460-8614*

1
1

7920-00-292-2367

1

4240-01-292-2818
8415-01-492-0176*
8415-01-492-0179*
8415-01-492-0178*
8415-01-492-0180*
4240-01-463-5449*
7240-00-160-0455

1
100
100
100
100
20
1

8105-01-183-9764

100

*Order on a DD Form 1348-6 and put NSN not on AMDF in
the REMARKS block.
if you want to “think green and be clean,”
here are some alternative spill kit options…

Spill Clean-up Kit (organic absorbents),
NSN 4235-01-572-3891

Spill Clean-up Kit (55-gal drum),
NSN 4135-01-572-3936

Contents

Qty

Contents

Qty

Bag, tan canvas, 16-in x 17-in x 4-in
Bristle brush, 8-in
Dust pan, 12-in plastic
Absorbent, 4-lb pouch
Waste disposal bag

1
1
2
1
1

Wall mount, metal, 8-in x 12-in
Bristle brush
Dust pan
Absorbent, 4-lb pouch
Waste disposal bag

1
1
1
1
1

Here are some
individual organic
absorbent
products you can
order…

Note: Even though organic absorbents
work well for sopping up spills,
they can leave stains behind.

Item

NSN 4235-

Absorbent, 20-lb bag
Absorbent, sweeping
compound, 4-lb pouch
Absorbent, sweeping
compound, 20-lb bag
Absorbent sock
Absorbent pillow
22-lb bag
25-qt (50-lb) bag

01-572-3892
01-572-3902
01-572-3908
01-572-3929
01-572-3933
01-436-8317*
01-430-2003

Use general purpose detergent,

NSN 7930-00-926-5280, to clean up
residual stains.

And I’ll kill
the spill with my
absorption beam
and clean this
mess up pronto.

I’ll hit them
with mY COntainer
ray!

Important Reminder
Once absorbents get soaked
with POL, remember that you must
treat ’em as HAZMAT.
Talk with your unit’s HAZMAT
officer or NCO. Or check with the
environmental office supporting
your unit or installation.

Got questions about
handling or disposing
of HAZMAT?

DLA Aviation’s
product specialists
are also available
at (804) 2 79-2425.

Need More HAZMAT Help?
The Logistics Support Activity’s Packaging, Storage and
Containerization Center (PSCC) is standing by.
Call DSN 795-7144/7 7 63, (570) 615-7144/7 7 63, or email:

usarmy.tyad.usamc.mbx.pt@mail.mil
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SINCGARS Installation Kits
Stay with Vehicles!
Time for
transfer!
Let’s get
all these
SINCGARs kits
uninstalled.

Wait! What about SB 11131-2? it says t’ leave the
installation kits in us!

Yep. it’s right there in the
intro, 1-2.c. I’ve been around
long enough to learn and
remember some things.

Well, I trust
ya, old timer!

Questions?

I dunno.
y’sure about
that?

Hey,
fellers!

the SINCGARS
installation
kits stay iN the
HMMWVs!

You’ll find SB 11-131-2 on
LOGSA’s ETM website:

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/
etmapp/#/etm/home

Contact David Yanosik at DSN 648-6232, (443) 395-6232,
or email: david.w.yanosik.civ@mail.mil

Dear Half-Mast,
Back in PS 675 (Feb 09), you had an article about SINCGARS installation
kits and how they should stay in the vehicles.
Recently my unit was told to transfer vehicles to another unit, and the
transportation unit that was shipping the vehicles said we had to remove the
HMMWV’s MK-2325 installation kits, saying they weren’t part of the vehicles.
I tried to tell them that SB 11-131-2, Vehicular Radio Sets and Authorized
Installations, Volume II (Sep 05), says not to remove installation kits, but they
stood by their position.
Now the next unit to get the vehicles will have to spend money on new installation kits, and I have to dispose of the prior equipment through DLA. Can you
repeat this guidance so more people are aware of the proper procedures?
CPT L.C.

Dear Captain,
Yes, Sir. Here’s proof that plenty of Soldiers hang onto our articles for years!
Sometimes Army regs change and, in turn, so does our advice. Here’s one instance
where it hasn’t changed.
The guidance in SB 11-131-2 remains in effect. This is stated up front in the
introduction, 1-2.c.: Installation Kits are no longer separately accountable. Line Item
Numbers (LINs) for Installation Kits have been cancelled, and Installation Kits now
remain with the vehicle when it is transferred or turned in.
The policy is also restated in Paragraph 2-1 b(1)(b) and 2-1 b(2)(b),
and applies to both wheeled and tracked vehicles.

KY-58 COMSEC TM
TM 11-5810-262-23&P (Jul 18) covers the TSEC/KY-58 communications security (COMSEC)
equipment. The KY-58 is a voice encryption device that provides wideband secure voice
capability to both aircraft and ships. It includes the Z-AHP remote control unit, NSN
6110-01-026-9623, and the Z-AHQ power interface adaptor, NSN 5810-01-026-9624. TM
distribution is restricted, so you’ll need to log in with your CAC at:
https://idmng.armyerp.army.mil/oamcustomlogin/

Choose the “ETM/IETM” icon and search for the TM.

Get New AWS TM
TM 11-5895-1762-13&P (Jun 18) covers the airspace workstation (AWS). It includes the
AN/FSQ-211A mobile server unit, NSN 5895-01-574-5610, and the AN/FSQ-211B semirugged notebook computer (SRNC-17), NSN 5895-01-659-5849. TM distribution is
restricted, so you’ll need to log in with your CAC at:
https://idmng.armyerp.army.mil/oamcustomlogin/

Choose the “ETM/IETM” icon and search for the TM.

PS 796
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HDT DRASH Power Units…

Speed Switch
Switcheroo

Next time you order my
speed switch, be sure you
get one that’s already
programmed!

sorry
‘bout
that!

Dear Half-Mast,
My question is about the speed switch for a PU-822A/T DRASH, NSN 611501-547-6738. We ran into a faulty speed switch, PN DYN3-60030. The old one
was blue and manufactured by the Barber-Colman Company. When we ordered
a replacement switch, we got a black one with no manufacturer on it. It keeps
causing an overspeed fault. Are there any known issues with this new switch?
								SSG D.S.
there sure is, sergEant.
The early DRASH—now
HDT Drash®— systems
used a blue speed switch
that is obsolete.

When you ordered the speed switch,
NSN 5895-01-569-1469, through
the normal supply system, you
probably received a switch that
is not programmed.

All systems now
use the black
speed switch.
Both switches are
the same in form,
fit and function.
The bigger issue is
that the new speed
switches need
programming.

PS 796
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HDT Global is the
sole source for
DRASH support.
Contact your
local HDT
representative
for a quote
on HDT speed
switch,
PN T260734.

…very gOod,
sir. We wiLl
sOon ship a
correctly
programmed
switch that
should work
right away.

helLo, is this
the hDT rep?
I’m loOking
for…

To find your nearest rep,
contact HDT customer support
at (800) 969-8527, (216)438-6111,
or visit:

Also double-check your
wiring on me! That might be
part of the problem, too.

http://www.hdtglobal.com/contact/
if you already have a new but
unprogrammed HDT switch, contact
your local HDT rep.
They can get a quote for a new,
programmed speed switch, or if
you received a non-programmed one
from the supply system, they can
send it to the designated HDT site
for programming.

Pub Pushes Power Button
Army Techniques Publication (ATP) 3-34.45, Electric Power Generation and Distribution
(Jul 18), is out. It covers electric power generation, distribution and management. The
ATP replaced TM 3-34.45, Engineer Prime Power Operations (Aug 13). Find it at the
Army Publishing Directorate: https://armypubs.army.mil
Or the Central Army Registry: https://atiam.train.army.mil/catalog/dashboard

Supply Requests…

Oh, Say Can UOC?
say it? I don’t
even know what
it means!

Knowing what UOC
means can mean the
difference between
receiving the right
parts or receiving
the wrong parts—
and lots of grief
from your unit.

Most major equipment
items, like tanks,
trucks and helicopters,
come in several models.

A part that fits
one model may not
fit another.

That’s where the parts
manual’s usable on code—
or UOC—comes in.

PS 796

it identifies
which parts
fit which
models.
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…you may order
a part that doesn’t
work on the model
you have!

Then you must
reorder the right
part, fill out
paperwork to turn
in the wrong part…

So when
you look
up a part,
check for
a UOC!

that dOOr
may work
for the M966
but it doesn’t
work for me!

…and explain to
your repairmen
that you goofed.

it’s a series of
numbers and/
or letters next
to the part’s
description.

Plus, your unit has
to eat at least
part of the cost
of the wrong part.

if there’s a UOC,
go to the Special
Information
section in the
TM’s introduction.

it tells
you what
models
the UOCs
represent.

if no UOC is listed, the part fits all models.

AR-COP…

Not Quite, LT. Not Quite
OK who wants
to take a guess
at the acronym
AR-COP?

Lieutenant
Lawson, take
a swing.

aR-COP is Armored
Ranger Cop…

Armored Ranger-Cop is Chad Jordan, an Atlanta law officer in the
year 2045. After a particularly nasty bout of seasonal allergies,
he’s rebuilt into the ultimate cyborg policeman. When he
takes down bad guys, he says…
“I appreciate your
participation…”

that movie
loOks
AWEsoMe!
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have YoU
seEn the finAL
trailEr?

dude! the

CGI LoOks
sick!
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AR-COP, in this
case, stands for
the Army Readiness
Common Operating
Picture.

AR-COP receives, syncs and
organizes logistics data,
allowing leaders to see
readiness and supply issues
without looking at several
separate systems, completing
complex calculations or
preparing presentations.

AR-COP

…and the
modules
explain which
data resources
and business
rules are being
used for the
information
displayed.

doesn’t require
much training…

An unclassified version of AR-COP
is available through the Logistics
information Warehouse portal:

https://idmng.armyerp.army.mil/
oamcustomlogin/

scroll down and click the App
Warehouse icon. Enter AR-COP in the
keyword search block and click
Create Shortcut to add it to your
list of apps.

To see the secure version of AR-COP visit: https://amcop.logsa.army.smil.mil

Supply Management…
GCSS-ArmY
has built-in
stOCK conTroL
Functions to HELp
with inVEntoRy
ManAgemENt. the
first two are…
711 - inventory
Adjustment Loss
712 - inventory
Adjustment Gain.
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Use ZAiT to manage your Automatic
Identification Technology (AIT).

Need to manage
overdue shipment
deliveries? Use
code ZPODCHK.

Code ZLX26 starts inventory
documents and LX22 manages them.
Post counts in AIT or ZLI11N.

Use code ZPODDRPT to
manage Supply Discrepancy
Reports (SDRs) generated at
Supply Support Activity
(SSA).

Activity Monitor codes
LLO1 and LT23.

Keep an eye on unconfirmed
Transfer Orders (TOs) with
the Warehouse.

Manage excess stock with
ZMD07X.

Warehouse disconnected from the
network? Use ZDWMSE to validate items
issued once the warehouse is back online.

Find GCSS-Army Graphic Training Aids that
cover a variety of GCSS-A areas here :

https://gcss.army.mil/Training/GTA
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Connie's Post Scripts
New aviation training circular available
The Army Publishing Directorate (APD) has released a new training circular, TC 3-04.71 Aviation
Maintenance Training Program (July 18). The training circular is available on the APD website:
http://atiam.train.army.mil/catalog/dashboard

Get Two New IOTV Pubs

New CK TMs Hit Field

TM 10-8470-215-10 (Sep 18) covers the
Improved Outer Tactical Vest (IOTV)
Generation IV. TM 10-8470-215-10PMC (Sep
18) is the crew/operator PM checklist for the
IOTV Gen IV. TM distribution is restricted, so
you’ll need to log in with your CAC to the
Logistics Information Warehouse at:
https://idmng.armyerp.army.mil/
oamcustomlogin/
Choose the “ETM/IETM” icon and search for
the TMs.

Four new TMs for the containerized kitchen
(CK) plus trailer, NSN 7360-01-473-3408, were
released in October 2018. They include:
• TM 10-7360-226-10, operator’s manual
• TM 10-7360-226-23-1 and TM 10-7360226-23-2, field maintenance
• TM 10-7360-226-23P, field maintenance
repair parts and special tools list
Get the latest CK TMs at:
https://liw.logsa.army.mil/
etmapp/#/etm/home

New Radio Terminal Sets TM A1P2 FMTV Lift Cylinder NSN
TM 11-5820-1505-13&P (Sep 18) is the new
operator and field maintenance manual for
two radio terminal sets: the line of sight
multi-channel AN/TRC-238(V)1, NSN 582020-010-4352, and the AN/TRC-238(V)2, NSN
5820-20-010-4455. Distribution is restricted,
so you’ll need to log in with your CAC to the
Logistics Information Warehouse at:
https://idmng.armyerp.army.mil/
oamcustomlogin/
Choose the “ETM/IETM” icon and search
for the TM.
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Order a replacement lift cylinder for A1P2 FMTVs
with new NSN 3040-01-647-0564. This replaces
NSN 3040-01-566-8628, which is a terminal item.

LRT 110 Crane
Rear Wheel Cylinder
Get a new rear wheel hydraulic brake cylinder
assembly for your LRT 110 crane with NSN
2530-01-278-6250. It replaces NSN 2530- 01276-3565, which is shown as Item 10 in Fig 90
of TM 5-3810-305-24P (Sep 12). That NSN is no
longer good.
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Think you know
PMCS? Test your
mental maintenance
muscle here!

PMCS Trivia
1. Who’s responsible for PMCS?
s
A. Only those who know what the acronym mean
app
e
mobil
zine’s
B. Anyone who downloads PS Maga
ment
equip
C. Every operator assigned a piece of
2. When must PMCS be performed?
A. On stage, live before a televised audience
exits
B. On the 50-yard line after the marching band
regular intervals
other
plus
C. Before, during and after operation,
be present?
must
3. Before vehicle dispatch, what safety equipment
playlist
mith
Aeros
A. Healthy snacks, cell phone charger and
®
B. Weather report, GPS and a case of Red Bull
warning kit
C. Fire extinguishers, first aid box and highway
4. What is a Class 3 leak?
A. Disclosure of personal data on social media
B. Failure of adult incontinence products
C. Equipment fluid seepage that forms drips
5. What are the two levels of maintenance?
A. Big Gulp and Super-Size
B. Chewing gum and duct tape
C. Field and Sustainment
ANSWERS: Really, Smarty Pants? You couldn’t figure

them out?!

Like this trivia game, PMCS isn’t hard…
if you follow the TM checklists!

